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See Blue Audio: ambient / electronic / beatless / cinematic / downtempo / eclectic / 
introspective… Shade rather than light... 
 
See Blue Audio closes 2019 with its third release: the ‘En mis sueños’ EP from Khuenzz. 
Little is known about the identity of the enigmatic Khuenzz, although the name was 
allegedly inspired by the sound of a robot’s voice. The track titles may be in Spanish, 
but that’s probably a smokescreen too. All we know about Khuenzz is that there was 
an earlier release this year, the ‘Leviathan’ EP on SLiCK Records. 
 
Over its four tracks, ‘En mis sueños’ heads deep into the dubbier side of ambient 
electronica, where hypnotic rhythms, spooky synths and effects, and distorted voices 
create a mysterious musical landscape. The opening track, ‘En mi alma’, is built around 
rolling percussion and a simple piano refrain, which is interspersed with a manipulated 
vocal sample and layers of electronic crackle. The effect is intriguing and haunting in 
equal measure. 
 
The title track is next, and it represents the beatless contribution that is part of every 
release on See Blue Audio. ‘En mis sueños’ is a short story of drifting ambience 
punctuated by moments of dramatic tension. As the title suggests, it has a dreamlike 
quality, like slowly falling through space, but then being hit by bursts of intense 
hyperreality. 
 
‘En tu memoria’ has a lighter quality but is still infused with the same heavy dub 
textures and vocal manipulation as ‘En mi alma’. It’s also feels like a reawakening after 



the deep dreams of ‘En mis sueños’. Completing the EP is ‘Estoy aquí’, which continues 
the lighter mood with a swaying rhythm providing the foundation for gentle synth 
melodies and glitch-style effects. 
 
What’s most remarkable about ‘En mis sueños’ is the way in which it tells a musical 
story in relatively short chapters. There’s a strong narrative throughout of sleeping and 
waking, falling and rising, and travelling into the unknown. 


